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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 
333 Broadalbin Street SW,  
P.O. Box 490; Albany, OR 97321 

Phone: 541-917-7550  Fax: 541- 917-7598 
www.cityofalbany.net 

NOTICE OF DECISION 
Historic Review of Exterior Alterations 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

DATE OF NOTICE: December 1, 2017 

FILE: HI-13-17 

TYPE OF APPLICATION: Type I; Exterior alterations  

REVIEW BODY: Staff  

OWNER/APPLICANT: Stephane Keller; 626 3rd Ave. SE; Albany, OR  97321-2865; (503) 753-2215; 
stephane.keller@gmail.com 

ADDRESS/LOCATION: 626 3rd Avenue SE; Albany, OR  97321-2865 

MAP/TAX LOT: Linn County Assessor’s Map No. 11S-03W-06DC; Tax Lot 3900 

HISTORIC RATING: Historic Contributing in the Hackleman District 

ZONING: HM-Hackleman Monteith / HD Historic Overlay (Hackleman) 

On December 1, 2017, the Community Development Director APPROVED the application described above with the 
following Conditions of Approval:  

Condition 1 The proposed alterations shall be as described and depicted in the application materials and staff 
analysis. 

Condition 2 The applicant shall obtain required building permits associated with the proposal.  Work associated 
with the proposal shall comply with the Building Code, as adopted and amended by the State of 
Oregon; and other applicable state and local Codes and ordinances related to building, development, 
fire, health, and safety, including other provisions of the Albany Development Code.  

The City based its decision on the project’s conformance with the review criteria listed in the Albany Development 
Code.  Findings of fact in support of this decision are attached.  The supporting documentation relied upon by the City 
in making this decision is available for review at City Hall, 333 Broadalbin Street SW.  For more information, please 
contact Laura LaRoque, Project Planner, at 541-917-7640 or Bob Richardson, Planning Manager, at 541-917-7555.  
The Director’s decision may be appealed to the Albany Landmarks Commission if a person with standing files a Notice 
to Appeal and the associated filing fee to the Community Development Department within ten days from the date the 
City mails the notice of decision.   

This approval expires in three years unless a valid approved building permit exists for new construction or 
improvements, and work has commenced, or unless an extension has been granted pursuant to ADC 1.083.  The 
issuance of this approval by the City of Albany does not eliminate the need for compliance with other federal, state, or 
local regulations.  It is the applicant's responsibility to contact other federal, state, or local agencies or departments to 
obtain all required permits and to assure compliance with all applicable regulations. 

____________________________________________
_ Community Development Director 

Appeal Deadline:  December 22, 2017 
Approval Expiration Date (if not appealed): December 1, 2020 

Signature on file

mailto:stephane.keller@gmail.com
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Staff Analysis 
Planning File HI-13-17 

626 3rd Avenue SE 
 

The following findings are in support of the decision to approve this application. 
 
REVIEW CRITERIA (Albany Development Code Section 7.120) 
 
“The Director will approve residential alteration requests if one of the following criteria is met: 
 
a. There is no change in historic character, appearance, or material composition from the existing structure. 
b. The proposed alteration materially duplicates the affected exterior building features as determined from an 

early photograph, original building plans, or other evidence of original building features. 
c. The proposed alteration is not visible from the street.”  
 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
 
1. The historic house at 626 3rd Avenue SE is a Historic Contributing landmark in the Hackleman National 

Register Historic District.  Per the Historic Resource Survey Form, the c. 1890 Western Farmhouse style 
house features asbestos siding, a gable roof, and 1/1 double-hung windows.  Decorative features of 
significance include wide frieze board.  Per the historic survey, the house was constructed in the late 1800s.  
Exterior alterations noted on the historic survey including asbestos siding, replacement windows, replacement 
picture window, and porch railing (Attachment A).  

 
2. The house is located on an interior lot on the south side of 3rd Avenue, with the front of the house and 

portions of the both sides of the house visible from the street.  
 
3. On August 24, 2017, City of Albany Code Compliance staff visited the subject property in response to a 

complaint that exterior alterations had been made without permits and directed the property owner on site to 
stop work until all required historic review application and building permit approvals were obtained for the 
work in progress (Code Compliance File No. CC-58-17).  Exterior alterations that had been made include 
replacement of the northeast front picture window (Attachment B) with two smaller one-over-one, double 
hung, single pane, wood windows (Attachment C), the removal of the side enclosed porch, and the removal of 
the rear enclosed porch and wall.    

 
4. ADC 1.060 (1) provides that no person shall engage in or cause to occur a development for which a required 

land use application has not been approved.  ADC 1.060(2) further provides that no other permit issued by the 
City shall be approved until the land use application has first been approved by the Directory or reviewing 
body.  

 
5. The applicant recently purchased the house and has indicated to Planning Staff that he intends to make several 

other interior and exterior alterations.  Some of the alterations contemplated by the applicant are not eligible 
for a Director-level decision and are not proposed as part of the subject application. These include the 
replacement of the northeast front picture window (Attachment B) with two smaller, one-over-one, double 
hung, single pane, wood windows (Attachment C); installation of a second front doorway; removal of existing 
asbestos siding to reveal original siding or replacement of existing asbestos siding with a substitute material; 
and the replacement of the temporary side and rear stairway and handrail.  These exterior alterations or other 
exterior alterations not included in this application and the use of substitute materials used for siding, 
windows, and trim are subject to the Article 7 of the Albany Development Code and will require separate 
Historic Review application approval.  
 

6. The applicant’s submittal for this application (HI-13-17) includes a narrative describing the proposed 
alterations and photos of the features to be altered with additional notes and drawings.  
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7. Alterations proposed with this application (HI-13-17) include: 

a) Removal of an enclosed, side porch on the east side of the existing home to address safety, dry rot, 
pest infestation, and an inadequate foundation, including: 

a. Temporary installation of a staircase and handrail constructed with pressure treated wood to allow 
safe passage to east entryway.  A permanent staircase and handrail that materially duplicates what 
would have been in existence during the house’s period of significance is to be reviewed by 
Landmarks Advisory Commission in a subsequent application.     

The applicant states that the removal of the side porch is accordance with ADC 7.120(1)(b): 

“The side porch was not original to the house.  The 1890, 1908, and 1925 Sanborn Maps do not 
show any side porch structure; The porch rested over the most recent siding, a green composite 
asbestos sheathing that covers the original cedar siding, which indicates a more recent built; The 
dimensions of the 2-inch by 4-inch used as part of the porch structure were 1 ½-inch by 3 ½-inch 
representing lumber milled according to standards defined in 1961.” 

The applicant has provided photo documentation showing that the enclosed side porch was affixed to 
the asbestos siding and that removal of the porch has not resulted in the removal of any existing 
materials (i.e. siding, doorway, doorway trim, etc.) from the east wall (Attachment D1 - D3).   
    

b) Removal of an enclosed, rear porch on the south side of the existing home to address safety, dry rot, 
pest infestation, and an inadequate foundation, including: 

a. Reconstruction of south wall where the rear porch was removed (Attachment D4 – D5). 

b. Installation of two double hung wood-clad windows (32-inches by 41-inches) and wood trim on 
the south side of the existing home (Attachment D6 & D7). 

c. Installation of one wood-clad sliding glass door (77-inches wide and 86-inches tall) and wood 
trim on the south side of the existing home (Attachment D6 & D8). 

d. Temporary installation of staircase and handrail constructed with pressure treated wood to allow 
safe passage to south entryway (Attachment D9).  The applicant states in the application narrative 
that the enclosed porch was in advanced state of decay and beyond repair and provided 
documentation showing the presence of subterranean termites.    

The applicant states that the removal of the rear porch is accordance with ADC 7.120(1)(c).  The 
applicant further indicates: 

“It is uncertain what the back of the house looked like when it was originally built in the early 
1890s; Burnt marks on the original two-by-four on the back wall suggest that an early fire 
affected the original layout and successive remodels took place over the years.”  

c) Replacement of two steel framed windows with double hung wood-clad windows (30-inches by 41-
inches) and wood trim on the southwest side of the existing home (Attachment D10 & D11). 

The applicant states that the removal of the rear porch is accordance with ADC 7.120(1)(c).  The 
applicant further indicates: 

“The new windows will replace two steel frame windows which date back to the 1950s; The two 
new windows on the west wall will be 30-inches by 41-inches and similar in material and style to 
the south wall windows; New trim will be installed around the windows matching as closely as 
possible the size of the existing other window trim, with approximately 3-inch of width by 1-inch 
of depth, and similar style.  Trim will be painted in white to match the other existing trim”  

d) Replacement of the existing asbestos siding tiles (27-inches by 12-inches) on the south and southwest 
side of the existing home with textured cement fiber clad siding cut to the same dimensions (27-
inches by 12-inches) as the existing asbestos siding tiles (Attachment D9).   

The applicant states that the replacement of the existing asbestos siding tiles is accordance with ADC 
7.120(1)(c).  The applicant further states: 
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“Siding of the same height (12-inch) will be installed and entire house will be repainted in 
similar green tone to harmonize the whole exterior appearance; The HardiePlank lap siding 
selected can be cut to size to reflect the width of the asbestos tiles already in place on the other 
walls; HardiePlanks lap are made of cement fiber cladding similar in texture to the asbestos 
siding tiles currently in place on the other walls of the house.”  

e) Installation of two top-hinged, deck-mounted, skylights (21-inches by 45-inches and 26-inches by 
46-inches, respectively) in the south facing roof (Attachment D12).   

The applicant states that the installation of the two skylights is in accordance with ADC 7.120(1)(c).  
The applicant further states: 

“They (the skylights) would be deck mounted for minimum profile appearance.” 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
1. Only one of the review criteria in ADC 7.120 must be met for the proposed alterations to be approved. 

2. The enclosed side porch on the east side of the existing home is non-historic feature that was added to the 
house after the asbestos siding was placed on the house.  Removing this side porch helps to reveal and restore 
the house’s historic character and appearance, which is consistent with the criterion in ADC 7.120(1)(b).  

3. The removal of the enclosed, rear porch on the south side of the existing home; installation of the two 
wood-clad windows; and installation of the wood-clad sliding glass door satisfies ADC 7.120(c) because 
these alterations not visible from the street.  

4. The replacement of two steel framed widows with two wood-clad windows on the southwest side of the 
existing home satisfies ADC 7.120(c) because these alterations are not visible from the street. 

5. Replacement of the existing asbestos siding tiles (27-inches by 12-inches) on the south and southwest side of 
the existing home with textured cement fiber siding cut to the same dimensions (27-inches by 12-inches)  as 
the existing asbestos siding tiles in accordance with ADC 7.120(1)(c) because these alterations are not visible 
from the street. 

6. The installation of two top-hinged, deck-mounted, skylights in the south facing roof satisfies ADC 7.120(c) 
because these alterations are not visible from the street. 

7. This application satisfies the review criteria for a director-level decision based on compliance with ADC 
7.120(a) and 7.120(c) and is approved with the conditions of approval provided below. 

CONDITIONS 
 
Condition 1 Except as conditions of approval provide otherwise, the proposed alterations shall be as described 

and depicted in the application materials and staff analysis.  
 
Condition 2 The applicant shall obtain required building permits associated with the proposal.  Work 

associated with the proposal shall comply with the Building Code, as adopted and amended by 
the State of Oregon; and other applicable state and local Codes and ordinances related to building, 
development, fire, health, and safety, including other provisions of the Albany Development 
Code.  



Attachments: 

Attachment A: Historic Resource Survey 
Attachment B: Google Street View 
Attachment C: Front Window 
Attachment D.1 through D.13: Side Porch 
Attachment D.14 and D.15: Back Porch 
Attachment D.16: South Wall 
Attachment D.17: South Windows 
Attachment D.18: Sliding Glass Door 
Attachment D.19: Siding 
Attachment D.20: Southwest Windows 
Attachment D.21: Proposed West Wall 
Attachment D.22: Skylights 
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Untitled Map 
Write a description for your map. 
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View   from   street   before   porch   was   removed 

View   from   street   current 
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Additional   Information  
(in   Support   of   September   12th   Application) 

REMOVAL   OF   SIDE   PORCH 

The   side   porch   had   to   be   removed   as   part   of   the   back   porch   deconstruction   as   both   porches   were   “fused” 
together   through   common   carpentry   and   a   shared   roof.   (Photos   illustrating   this   point   are   located   on   page 
4) 

The   side   porch   was    not   original   to   the   house : 

● The   1890,   1895,   1908   and   1925   Sanborn   Maps   do   not   show   any   side   porch   structure.   Please
refer   to   the   folder   of   the   same   name   to   access   photos   of   the   maps.

● The   porch   rested   over   the   most   recent   siding,   a   green   composite   asbestos   sheathing   that   covers
the   original   cedar   siding,   which   indicates   a   more   recent   built.

● The   dimensions   of   the   2   in.   x   4   in.   used   as   part   of   the   porch   structure   were   1   1∕2   in.   ×    3   1∕2   in.
representing   lumber   milled   according   to   standards   defined   in   1961.

There   is   no   intention   to   build   a   new   porch   at   this   point. 

City   would   of   course   be   notified   and   permission   requested   if   a   new   porch   was   to   be   built   in   the   future. 

The   face   of   the   wall   was   not   modified. 

Exterior   door   and   frame   were   not   modified. 

Each   step   is   currently   36   in.   wide   and   11½   in.   deep.   Lumber   is   pressure   treated   cedar   similar   to   stairs 
located   on   the   front   porch   of   the   house   (see   photos   located   on   page   5).      The   top   tread   is   34   in.   off   the 
ground.   

Stair   risers   and   railing   will   be   placed   momentarily.       Would   City   please   advise   (share   pictures   or   photos)   on 
railing   style   and   material   that   should   be   used   given   that   house   style   is   ‘country   vernacular’? 

Photos   of   the   area   before   (left)   and   after   (right)   are   located   on   the   following   two   pages   2   and   3. 
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View   from   street   before   porch   was   removed 

View   from   street   current 
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Side   porch   rested   on   top   of   green   asbestos   sheathing. 

Porch   lumber   was   made   of   post1961   2   in.   x   4   in.      Lumber   rested   on   top   of   green   asbestos   sheathing. 
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Stairs   leading   to   the   front   porch   of   the   house   are   made   of   pressure   treated   2   in.   x   4   in. 
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#1   REMOVAL   OF   THE   PORCH   IN   THE   BACK   OF   THE   HOUSE   (SOUTH   WALL)      not   visible 

Please   refer   to   the   blueprints   and   floor   plans   (files   named    South   wall   Proposed.PFF,   First   floor 
before.PDF    and    First   floor   after.PDF )   located   in   the   ‘ Blueprints/floor   maps ’   folder   for   information   on   the 
extent   of   the   alterations   and   the   new   windows   and   new   sliding   door   placement,   sizes   and   elevation. 

South   wall   was   rebuilt   with   2   in.x   6   in.   Spruce   Pine   Fir   lumber. 

Photos   of   the   area   before   (left)   and   after   (right)   are   presented   below.   Back   porch   (right)   and   new   south 
wall   left. 
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Photo   of   south   wall   area   from   the   inside   before   the   removal   of   the   back   porch. 

Photo   of   south   wall   area   from   the   inside   after   porch   removal   and   wall   rebuilt 
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#   4   REPLACEMENT   OF   WINDOWS   IN   WEST   EXTERIOR   WALL   /   WALL   UPGRADE      not   visible 

Please   refer   to   the   blueprints   and   floor   plans   (files   named:    West   wall   proposed.PFF,   First   floor   before.PDF 
and   First   floor   after.PDF )      located   in   the   ‘ Blueprints/floor   maps ’   folder   for   information   on   the   extent   of   the 
alterations   and   the   new   windows   and   new   sliding   door   placement,   sizes   and   elevation. 

West   wall   was   rebuilt   with   2   in.x   6   in.   Spruce   Pine   Fir   lumber. 

Photo   of   the   west   wall   with   metal   window   frames   (top   left   side)   that   were   not   original   to   building   is 
presented   below. 

Due   to   water   infiltrations   in   the   west   wall,   the   entire   wall   was   reframed.      A   photo   of   the   wall   after   alteration 
is   presented   below.      The   white   vinyl   window   frame   that   appears   under   the   house   wrap   is    not    staying      it 
was   placed   there   before   I   learned   about   the   City   review   criteria.      It   will   be   removed   as   soon   as   new 
windows   and   siding   get   installed. 
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Siding 

New   siding   will   be   placed   as   soon   as   City   gives   permission   to   order   and   place   new   windows. 

Current   and   most   recent   siding   is   comprised   of   green   asbestos   tiles   of   27”   by   12”.      New   composite   siding 
will   cover   all   the   wall   surfaces   showing   house   wrap   ie.   both   the   south   and   west   walls.      A   product   like 
SmartSide   (shown   below)   that   comes   in   dimensions   of   8”   x   144”   with   a   textured   surface   will   probably   be 
selected   depending   on   availability.   Ideally,   the   entire   house   would   be   sided   with   a   uniform   product   in   the 
more   distant   future   when   resources   allow   and   with   City’s   approval. 

New   windows 

The   two   new   windows   on   the   south   wall   will   be   32”   by   41”.      They   will   be   single   hung,   wood   clad   windows 
similar   to   window   presented   in   the   photo   below. 
The   two   new   windows   on   the   west   wall   will   be   30”   by   41”   and   similar   in   material   and   style   to   the   south   wall 
windows. 
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New   exterior   trim: 

New   trim   will   be   installed   around   the   windows   matching   as   closely   as   possible   the   size   of   the   existing 
other   window   trims,   with   approx.   3   in.   of   width   and   1   in.   of   depth,   and   similar   style.         Trim   will   be   painted   in 
white   to   match   other   existing   trims.  
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#5   POSSIBLE   PLACEMENT   OF   TWO      SKYLIGHTS   IN   ATTIC,   SOUTH   FACING   ROOF   SLOPE. 

The   two   skylights   would   be   21   in.   x   45   ¾   in.   and   26   ½   in.   x   46   ⅞   in.   respectively.      The   later   of   the   two 
would   comply   with   egress   point   requirements.         Both   skylights   would   be   top   hinged.  

They   would   be   deck   mounted   for   minimum   profile   appearance.      The   photo   below   illustrates   deck   mounted 
skylights. 
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#1   REMOVAL   OF   THE   PORCH   IN   THE   BACK   OF   THE   HOUSE   (SOUTH   WALL)   -   not   visible 

Please   refer   to   the   blueprints   and   floor   plans   (files   named    South   wall   Proposed.PFF,   First   floor 
before.PDF    and    First   floor   after.PDF )   located   in   the   ‘ Blueprints/floor   maps ’   folder   for   information   on   the 
extent   of   the   alterations   and   the   new   windows   and   new   sliding   door   placement,   sizes   and   elevation. 

South   wall   was   rebuilt   with   2   in.x   6   in.   Spruce   Pine   Fir   lumber. 

Photos   of   the   area   before   (left)   and   after   (right)   are   presented   below.   Back   porch   (right)   and   new   south 
wall   left. 
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Photo   of   south   wall   area   from   the   inside   before   the   removal   of   the   back   porch. 

Photo   of   south   wall   area   from   the   inside   after   porch   removal   and   wall   rebuilt 
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Siding  

New   siding   will   be   placed   as   soon   as   City   gives   permission   to   order   and   place   new   windows.  

Current   and   most   recent   siding   is   comprised   of   green   asbestos   tiles   of   27”   by   12”.      New   composite   siding 
will   cover   all   the   wall   surfaces   showing   house   wrap   ie.   both   the   south   and   west   walls.      A   product   like 
SmartSide   (shown   below)   that   comes   in   dimensions   of   8”   x   144”   with   a   textured   surface   will   probably   be 
selected   depending   on   availability.   Ideally,   the   entire   house   would   be   sided   with   a   uniform   product   in   the 
more   distant   future   when   resources   allow   and   with   City’s   approval. 

New   windows 

The   two   new   windows   on   the   south   wall   will   be   32”   by   41”.      They   will   be   single   hung,   wood   clad   windows 
similar   to   window   presented   in   the   photo   below. 
The   two   new   windows   on   the   west   wall   will   be   30”   by   41”   and   similar   in   material   and   style   to   the   south   wall 
windows. 

Revised 11/17/17 - See Attachment I
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Review   Criteria   Summary   Table 
 

 a)   No   change   in   historic   character, 
appearance   or   material   composition  

b)   Materially   duplicates 
original   exterior   building 
features 

c)   Visibility 

1.    Removal   of 
porch   in   the 
back   of   the 
house 
 
 

● The   back   porch   (removed   in 
March)   resided   outside   of   the 
original   brick   foundation   of   the 
house. 

● When   I   acquired   the   house   in 
March   2017,      the   porch   was   in 
an   advanced   state   of   decay 
and   beyond   repair:  

● Both   water   infiltrations, 
moisture   and   subterranean 
termites   had   weakened   the 
entire   structure.   It   posed   a 
threat   to   the   integrity   of   the 
back   of   the   house    if   not   dealt 1

immediately.  
● Lumber   located   under   porch 

and   crawl   space   was 
removed.      8   Mil.      plastic 
sheeting   was   installed   under 
the   entire   house   and   all 
exterior   walls   are   in   the 
process   of   being   treated   with 
pine   tar   to   fend   off   insects. 
 

● There   is   no   intent   at 
this   point   to   add 
any   structure   to   the 
back   of   the   house. 

● Not   visible   from 
street 

 

2.   Installation   of 
sliding   doors   in 
back   exterior 
wall 
 

● It   is      uncertain   what   the   back 
of   the   house   looked   liked 
when   it   was   originally   built   in 
the   early   1890s.  

● Burnt   marks   on   the   original 
2x4s   of   the   back   wall      suggest 
that   an   early   fire   affected   the 
original   layout   and   successive 
remodels   took   place   over   the 
years. 

 

● The   new   proposed 
sliding   doors   are 
made   of   clad   wood 
to   keep   the   wood 
look   and   feel. 

 
 

● Not   visible   from 
street 

3.   Installation   of 
new   window(s) 
in   back   exterior 
wall  
 

● Same   comment   as   above. 
● Unsure   yet   whether   there   will 

be   one   or   two   windows   on 
either   side   of   the   sliding 
doors. 

● These   will   be 
made   of   clad 
wood. 

● Not   visible   from 
street 

1   Please   see   the   pictures   enclosed   in   the   folder   named   ‘1   -   Back   porch   photos’   and   the   property   inspection 
report   created   by   Point   Pest   Control   back   in   the   Spring   of   this   year   regarding   the   termite   infestation. 
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Additional   Information   (back   stairs   and   siding   detail)      11/17/17 
 
 

Siding 
 
New   siding   will   be   installed   as   soon   as   new   South   and   West   walls   windows   are   in   place.         Siding   of   same 
height   (12”)   will   be   installed   and   entire   house   will   be   repainted   in   similar   green   tone   to   harmonize   the 
whole   exterior   appearance.   
 
Additionally,   the   Hardieplank   siding   selected   (photo   below)   can   be   cut   to   size   to   reflect   the   width   of   the 
asbestos   tiles   already   in   place   on   the   other   walls.   
 
Hardieplanks   are   made   of   cement   fibre   cladding   similar   in   texture   to   the   asbestos   siding   tiles   currently   in 
place   on   the   other   walls   of   the   house. 
 
 

 
 
Backstairs 
 
A   set   of   wooden   stairs   will   be   built   and   placed   in   front   of   the   sliding   doors.         As   soon   as   roughin   plumbing 
inspection   is   complete   (estimated   date   is   early   December)   and   back   trench      (where   sewage   line   is 
currently   exposed)   is   filled   back,   construction   will   begin.   
 
The   stairs   will   be   made   of   pressure   treated   2   in.   by   6   in.   cedar   similar   to   the   temporary   side   and   front 
staircases.         Each   tread   will   be   comprised   of   two   2   in.   by   6   in.   and   11½   in.   depth   similar   to   the   other 
exterior   staircases.      Each   tread   will   be   7½   in.   in   height   consistent   again   with   the   other   staircases.  
 
Each   step   will   be   80   in.   wide. 
 
After   dirt   is   placed   along   the   South   side   of   the   house   and   patio   slabs   installed,   the   expected   height   of   the 
top   tread   is   expected   to   be   34   in.   off   the   ground.      At   this   point   a   total   of   5   steps   are   expected   to   be   built. 
 
Railing   will   be   placed   as   well   as   mandated   by   code.  
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#   4   REPLACEMENT   OF   WINDOWS   IN   WEST   EXTERIOR   WALL   /   WALL   UPGRADE   -   not   visible 

Please   refer   to   the   blueprints   and   floor   plans   (files   named:    West   wall   proposed.PFF,   First   floor   before.PDF 
and   First   floor   after.PDF )      located   in   the   ‘ Blueprints/floor   maps ’   folder   for   information   on   the   extent   of   the 
alterations   and   the   new   windows   and   new   sliding   door   placement,   sizes   and   elevation. 

West   wall   was   rebuilt   with   2   in.x   6   in.   Spruce   Pine   Fir   lumber. 

Photo   of   the   west   wall   with   metal   window   frames   (top   left   side)   that   were   not   original   to   building   is 
presented   below. 

Due   to   water   infiltrations   in   the   west   wall,   the   entire   wall   was   reframed.      A   photo   of   the   wall   after   alteration 
is   presented   below.      The   white   vinyl   window   frame   that   appears   under   the   house   wrap   is    not    staying   -   it 
was   placed   there   before   I   learned   about   the   City   review   criteria.      It   will   be   removed   as   soon   as   new 
windows   and   siding   get   installed. 
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#5   POSSIBLE   PLACEMENT   OF   TWO      SKYLIGHTS   IN   ATTIC,   SOUTH   FACING   ROOF   SLOPE. 

The   two   skylights   would   be   21   in.   x   45   ¾   in.   and   26   ½   in.   x   46   ⅞   in.   respectively.      The   later   of   the   two 
would   comply   with   egress   point   requirements.         Both   skylights   would   be   top   hinged.  

They   would   be   deck   mounted   for   minimum   profile   appearance.      The   photo   below   illustrates   deck   mounted 
skylights. 
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